Thursday, December 6, 2018
7:30 AM -3:00 PM
Westmoor Country Club
Brookfield, WI

What is Your Next Move in Life?
Every day, we move in one direction or another. We’re free to choose from endless
possibilities. Only you can choose the direction for the rest of your life. Whether you are a
seasoned executive, emerging leader, Paranet Group Advisory Member, or college student,
frustration is inevitable. Now is the time for you to SHIFT from, “I’m so busy and stressed.” to,
“I’m living my ideal life right now.” And it doesn’t have to be complicated.
Join Fellow Local Manufacturers for Paranet's Annual Leadership Day geared to growth and
development. We welcome back Derek Deprey of Move Results LLC, as he facilitates this full-day
workshop on self-management, "live well & lead well," and work-life fusion.

Paranet’s Member Leadership Day is designed to help you grow your
personal and professional self.
Derek Deprey of Move Results LLC.

All participants will receive a copy of Derek’s Book, “Shift: Move From Frustrated to Fulfilled.” He will
be available to sign your copy after the session.
Leadership Day Costs
Paranet Advisory Group Members – FREE
Paranet Member Company Guests - $99/Each
Non-Member Company Guests - $229/Each
Credit Cards Accepted – Register Today!
Breakfast, Lunch and Refreshments included.

You will gain the following insights from
our featured presenter:
– Key Strategies to Achieve Work-Life Fusion

– Utilize an Optimism- First Approach Daily Activity
– The Next Steps towards Fulfilled Personal Growth
– How to Manage Your Passions and Priorities
(Continued on the Next Page)

Or Call 262-796-2560

Derek Deprey
First and foremost, I’m a husband to my beautiful wife, Rachel, and
I’m a proud father. We’ve been blessed with two curious and
energetic daughters, Ellie and Mia, who constantly remind us of the
simple joys in life.
Much of my day is spent as the director of people & service for the
Wisconsin Athletic Club (WAC) where I teach over 1,000 team
members the core principles of leadership, training, and personal
development.
Shortly after joining the WAC, I couldn’t get enough of what I was
studying, learning, and applying, so much that I created my own
business, Move Results, as an avenue to engage and impact others
through motivational speaking, leadership skill-building facilitation, coaching, and writing. I am the author
of SHIFT: Move from Frustrated to Fulfilled. I feel that the best business to start is one that you need
yourself. I just knew it was right because, still to this day, I go to bed and wake up every morning excited
to pursue my business. It truly blends my day job and dream job.
My diverse career endeavors also include Wisconsin Lutheran College as an adjunct professor of adult
and graduate studies. Additionally, I am certified to teach content from John Maxwell, Franklin Covey, and
Ken Blanchard.
In my past career, I spent four years as a video scout in the NBA with the Milwaukee Bucks, two years as
the coordinator of basketball operations in the NCAA with Marquette University, and one year as the
director of player development with the University of Utah.
If there’s anything I’ve learned in the past decade, it’s that now is the time to build your career, to shape
your life, and to strategically work on laying the foundation for accomplishing your dreams and
prospering to your true potential. While there are many people who try to accomplish this, very few of
them are given a roadmap of where to start; thus, I hope you will find me as your resource for getting
your compass pointed in the right direction.

